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f I tain a few years, the job of extending electric distri­
bution lines througfcout American rur**l areas will be completed* 
Almost every occupied farm will then have seeess to central 
station service* However, a few #111 necessarily remain so Iso­
lated that hone generating plants #111 be the only source of 
electrical power available*
It is believed that geographic conditions, as they vary from 
place to place, have had a positive influence on the rate of 
progress of electrification* It is the purpose of this thesis 
to describe the pattern of this progress In the United States, 
and to determine the major geographic factors involved and their 
Influences* Maps and diagrams will be employed wherever possible 
to supplement textual material*
At this time, the pro&ram is advancing so rapidly, about 
2,000 farms connected every working day, that most maps and 
statistics are out of date by their time of publication. However 
the latest available figures are utilised in an effort to show 
the general trends*
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Introduction
With the turn of the century, a shift frum muscle to me­
chanical power began on American farms— * movement whicn made 
its greatest advance during the past two dec&des. The old rural 
homestead of 60 years ago, with its hard life and Inconveniences, 
contrasts sharply with the modern mechanised farm of today.
the worst drudgery fell to the farmer*s wife. Laborious 
and seemingly never-ending household tasks, using tne few crude 
Implements available, left her in a state of near exhaustion at 
the end of the day. She did her cooking on a wood-burning stove 
which also served to heat the room. She churned the butter, 
rendered the lard, salted or smoked the pork, and did her own 
canning. The family wash involved the drawing ana carrying of 
numberless buckets of w&ter, scrubbing oy hand, and finally 
Ironing with the heavy flat-irons heated on the kitchen stove, 
the power washing machine, Introduced about the time of lorld 
War I, reduced laundering time one third, despite the crudeness 
of the early models.1
Farmers were up at dawn to make the most of daylight.
Some chores, like feeding of stock and milking, could be done 
by lantern light. However, the family retired early since little 
reading or sewing could be done by the dim light of a kerosene 
lamp.
Several types of facilities could be purchased by 1910, 
such as acetylene gas lights, central heating, and even home
1. Galpln, 0. J., Rural Life, 1918:110.
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electric plants, but their costs were too h l ^ n  for the &re«t m a ­
jority.1 B y  1920, only 7 per cent of the nation*s farms had &us 
or electric light#, and only on® f a r m  in ten m a  running water. 
Electrifies lion has m a d e  the latter more ret dixy available, also, 
resulting in i-aproved sanitary conditions, maps 4-fc and 4-2. L 
F igu r e  £-1 indicates running water as the le^st c o m m o n  facility. 
T h e  telephone reached Its peek of popularity b y l i k O .  the radio 
and faster transportation have reduced the n e e d  for ti*ls facility. 
A m a p  of telephone d istribution closely resembles that of h i g h e r  
farm incomes.^ The .great popularity of the radio, on seven out of 
every ten fcrcas, is evidence of its value in furnishing enter­
tainment and news. Radios, as illustrated in figure fc-1, are tne 
m o s t  popular of all facilities, 'iheir ev«*n distribution through- 
out rurpl areas, Illustrated by m a p  4-6, is made poss i b l e  b> 
m oderate price.
P robably the m o s t  important single factor in raising rural 
living standards has been the automobile. It has altered so
completely the old farm isola t i o n  tnat «nat m a y  be called t5a
« 4
general urba n i s a t i o n  of country life h a s  been brought about.
D espite its high unit cost, it is snown in figure as tne second 
m ost popular facility, being found on three fifths of the n a t i o n’s 
farms. M a p  5-1 pictures the greatest c o n centration in t*rs*s of 
moder r t e  to high income, m a p s  b-b,b. fheir fair d i s t r i b u t i o n  in 
lower income areas indicates the need a n d  popularity of automobiles
as well as their g r eat range in price and quality.
1. Beattie, V. R . , * Comfort a and C onveniences in Farmers* Homes, *' 
Y e a r b o o k  of A n r i c u l t u r e , U.S.D.C., 1909:356.
2. Hau, 6 7  81., wRural Electrification Lines to C u r b  nitr a t i o n 
F r o m  F a rms,* Public Utilities F o r t n i g h t 1 ? » lb, Au*,. 1 9 3 5 * &G0.
3. C o m p a r e  m a p  4-5 w i t h  m a p  6-5.
4. Seltzer, L. H . , ‘Social Incidence of the Automobile,* 
Encyclopaedia of the Social S c i e n c e s . Vox. I, 1 9 3 7 s 5-9.
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VMJJC OF ARM IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY

Earlier developments In field m a chinery h a d  made work. l i g h t e r » 
at least store productive, though power w&s still chially h u m a n 
and animal. The gasoline e n g i n e f Introduced about 1905, qulc*cly 
replaced the inefficient steam tractor*1 However, it was not until
1924 that a general purpose machine suitable for small H e l d  work
0
was marketed. Figure £-1 shows this rapid ana steady adoption 
since that time* Map 5-2 shows them in use chiefly in &reas of 
average to m o d e r a t e l y  large farms* maps 42-b,b,7.
S t a tionary gasoline engines, chiefly u s e d  for pumping purpose?, 
are being replaced by electric m o tors as m o r e  and m o r e  farms are 
wired. F i g u r e  2-1 illustrates this decline*
Electric power is the latest word in farm modernisation. It
offers the possibility of supplying nearly ail stationary power
1
needs by a single souree at a cost with i n  ret-ch of almost every 
family. The former on a fully wired and equipped farm ne >ds only 
to throw a switch and electric power will periorm any oi an 
estimated 300 joba*^
Despite recent progress, it is evident from figure 1-1 that 
m any f*rus still lack: these m o d e r n  facilities. However, decreases 
in the number of f# rms are resulting in l a rger percentages h a v i n g  
them. T hese decreases are due, primarily, to consolidation of 
farms for the better utilization of machinery.* The back-to-the- 
Isnd movement, precipitated by the depression of 1932, resulted in 
a temporary increase* People, u s e d  to u r b a n  conveniences, wanted
X. Shannon, F* A., A m e r i c a ^  Economic G r o w t h , 1940:700*
2. Shedd, C. K*, ‘"Tractor* a"~Adaptation To Varied Farm Operations 
Hapid in Eecent Tears,** Yearbook oi A^r., 439s1952, U.S.D* A*
3. ^Electricity C o mes T o  Rural America, I . E . A . ,  U.S.i).C*,
0-7499^2, 1947*18*
4* TJ* S. C e n s u s  of Agriculture, General Report, 1945:o4.
them on the farm. Toe number of home electric plants is de­
creasing as the more economical central station service is ex­
tended. Nevertheless, they may be the only solution for many 
farms so isolated that central station service is impracticable.
Electrifications Progress To Bate 
Fsrm electrification be&aa about 189& with the extension of 
power by a California company to several small farms for irri­
gation pumps.1 Until 1955, it m s  the policy to extend urb&n 
lines into the country along highways. k In that year, the R.B.a* 
(Rural Electrification Administration) was established. T< J»s 
agency contends that the utilities were retarding rural electri­
fication because they would see little or no profit in it. Also, 
it maintains their rates were prohibitive and line extension 
policies discriminatory.^
Spokesmen for the utilities say little could be done to 
supply service to f&rms until all towns and villages were electri 
fled and a foundation of primary lines established.4 The claim 
that meny companies supplied farms with electricity a loss
is undoubtedly true, since tnere were no scientific systems of
5rate fixing.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that farmers were not re­
ceiving the much needed power. Of the country’s 6,000,000 farms, 
only slightly more than 5 per cent were receiving central station
1. McCrory, S. H., rRural Electrification Grows As Farmers Find 
More Usss for Electricity/5 Yearbook of A&r.« U.S.D.A.,
1952s450*
2. fit*S.A., op. c 11. , 0— , 3.
3. Ibid., 4.
4. Stewart, R., "Rural Electrification in the United states,*1 
Edison Electric Institute bulletin, Vol. 9, 1940s 38o.
5. Ibid., 385.
service by 1925, and only 10 per cent by 1931. Between this 
latter date mid 1935, progress in rural electrification was prac­
tically at a standstill.A
The Bursl Electrification Act of 1956 outlined a lont range 
development program. It authorised the n.K.A. to make lon^-term 
loans to cooperatives or other agencies lor the purpose of ex­
tending central station service. Cooperatives have oeen the 
principal applicants for loans. Funds could oe used to finance 
line construction, home wiring, and even the purchase of appliances.* 
The policy of the E.E.A. known as *ares coverage1* is to 
serve, in integrated systems, all consumers feasible under the 
terms of the act.^ Each system is self-supporting, tnou*^h in­
dividual extensions n eed not be. Since costs are shared, tne 
more farms per mile of line, tne lower the costa for individual 
units.
Since 1955, there has seen a rusk to supply farmers with 
electrical power and implements. Figure lfc-1 illustrates the tre­
mendous increase In the number of electrified farms between 1956 
and 1949. Though the movement was slowed by the war, due to a 
shortage of materials, It also received some Impetus from it.
The shortage of manpower necessitated an increase In electrical 
power. The 8.1.A. estimates tfeat in JFune of 1948, oB.o per cent 
of the country’s farms were supplied with central station service. 
The remaining one third will be the most difficult, however, 
since many are in sparsely settled areas or on rugged terrain.4
1. op* cit., 0-749922, 4.
2. Ibid., 5.
5* Ibid* ,,6.*
4 *  "?aM Electrification Reaches oB.fc |§er cent,’ M.K.4.,
U . P u b l i c a t i o n  Mo* £05o, 1948*1.
9
The low percentage incretso between 1930 ami 1955 reflects tne 
economic depression oi the time. OX the 3.3 allllon farms electri­
fied since 1935, over &5 per cent receive power tram h.E•A. 
financed lines.^ Map 11-1 shows tne degree oi electrification 
of the various states as related to the national average*
Supply and Generation
Progress Has been slowed recently by tne nation*! power 
shortage. Demand has risen, hut &en<. rating equipment has not 
been av* liable. Figure 13-1 shows the deere&ainte reserve ca­
pacity despite great expansion In output since $ona Jar IX.
Many H.E.A. cooperatives c? nnot purchase tne adaitlonal power 
for presnet consumers * Increased needs.*
On the map 14-1, prewar and postwar gaaeration are com­
pared. Of the 1947 totel, aoout one t&ird was produced by hydro 
power, 68. £ per cent by steam, and 1.1 per cent by Internal com­
bustion.5 Total kilowitt-hours generated Dy w* ter power and 
fuels since 1916 are shown In fliffiTfc 13-2. Notice tne low points 
of production which indicate depression periods, and the slight 
drop f’t the end of the war. Of the 1947 total production, 
per c«r»t, the most to dete, was sold to rural consumers.4
Hap 14-1 shows larger percentages of hydroelectric enar&y 
produced in the East South Central, Mountain, and Pacific states. 
Sufficient fuel for steam &aneration Is not available here.
1. K.E.A., op. cit., Publication *0bb, 2.
S?* Ibid., 2.3. ^Production of electric ^ner^y; Capacity of Genera tinte i-^nta/ 
F.F.C. S-63, U.S.D.C., l947sll.
4. Statistical bulletin Year 1947, galson electric Institute, 
Publication So. Q 2, 1948:10.
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T h e s e  regions are closely correlated with tne location of federal 
h ydroelectric plants (map fco-1). Although they are n o t  Use 
m a x i m u m  energy producers, neltner are tnay the ieadint inaus- 
trial regions. m u c h  cheap hydroelectric current is, therefore, 
available for rural consumption. Power production at these 
projects Is one of several, often larger objectives such as 
flood control, navigation, or irrigation. For tula reason,
I
only a portion of the c o n s t ruction and operating costs are cnarged 
to the generation of electricity, permitting very low rates.
That furnished E.&.A. cooperatives averaged 0.1 m ilis per *cwn 
d u ring the 1948 fiscal ye&r, while that supplied by commercial 
utilities w e s  10.1 mills, almost double.^
Coal Is the most commonly used fuel for power &ene r & t i o n  
because It is most readily available, /mere fuels are in direct 
competition, gas is much cheaper and c a n  be carr i e d  several 
hundred nlles and still compete with coal near th© mine. T h e  
h i g h  cost of fuel oil almost precludes its use if any other fuel 
Is available*^ D e s pite the h i g h  costs of fuel mud tr a n s . ortution, 
it Is gener a l l y  cheaper to transfer energy In tne form of coal 
by train than to transmit it by electricity beyond 100 m i l e s . ^  
C o n s i d e r a b l e  amounts of energy are lost in tr&namisalon and d i s ­
tribution.
T h e  cost of connecting lines, transformers, and n o m e  wiring 
represents the material outlay of the individual farmer, exclusive
1. Walters, A* A., Information Services Division,
U.S.D.A., 1949.
2. Pierce, H. E . , and Qeor&e, E# I., w Sconoaics of Lon^-Distance 
E n e r g y  Transmission,* Electrical Eiv i n e e r l u ^ . Oct. 1948s95b.
3. Harder, 1. L . , C o n s u l t i n g  T ransmission Ene r . , lestinghouse 
Electric Corporation, 1948.
of appliances* I n  193u, the national average coat per alia of
line was t 9X0.00. The added coat of meters, transformera, and
connections b o o sted tne total to |l£50 . 0 0 . i T his gives tne gexieral
proportion of the costs c h a rged to equipment at tne farm nouse.
These coats vary gre*tly from year to year. In 1946, toe average
w b s  #1,137.00 p»r all..* Ho».*«r, a v e r t s  costs may be r*r lro«
typical In any given region. They vary greatly with terrain,
length of line span between poles, equipment, and services*\
K.g.A. engineers developed a simple type of c onstruction with 
longer spans, stronger conductors, and poles w x t n  no cross a m .
T h e  longer spans, four h u n d r e d  feet and over, are a gre&t saving. 
By building the lines on the f a r m e r s 1 land, bac*t from the nighwsy, 
cheaper poles can oe used End the hazard from trees eliminated.
S ch changes in c o n s t ruction nave reduced line costs and enabled 
mass? m o r e  farms to have electricity. The initial installation  
of high voltage equipment is most economical since It can handle 
larger loads as farmers Increase tneir power c o n s u mption.^
roarer rates &re foremost in tne f a r m e r’s mind, for tnrough 
them he pays for .'Ower and equipment. 01 tne many factors w n l c h  
determine w hat rates a f farmer m u s t  pay, prooaoly two stand out 
as most Important. One Is the general economic conditions p r e ­
vailing st the time, as reflected in tne cost of supplying the 
farm with power and equipment. The other is the rate policy of 
the supplier. There are m a n y  types of these latter, but a few 
are most common. One is a charge based u p o n  the amount of energy
1. ‘Gains In Rural L i n e s ,” business S e e * , Hov. 14, 193fc:3o.
2. "Statistics of the &lectricc<l Industry,** electric florid,
Jan. 18, 1947*1be.
3* **How S t a n d s  Bure! Electrification,* Electrical fforld, Vol. 99, 
1952s962.
used* However, thi s type does not &i ve tne lar^e coiisuiior the 
benefit of resuitlnL lower unit ,>rouuction costs* Another is th e  
type in waich tae farmer guarantees & turnover of tne invest­
ment to serve him, once in five years, so M s  rate eovars a 
stated monthly use* There is a growing tendency to simplify 
rate structures by use of the block or step type rs*te in m ulch  
the rfcte decresses as consumption increases* Tnis is especially 
favored since the best way to increase use is to decrease costs 
and vice versa. It is employed by many K.g.A* cooperatives* A 
typical schedule is s charge of $5.00 per month on the first 
40 kwh, with the next forty at 4 cents, the next 120 at 2 cents, 
and all over 100 at 1*5 cents per k u n .1
tiegional Distribution
The map of unlighted rural areas of tne nation ^map 11-1) 
shows distinct reglonsllty in farm eiectrliication* Tne Far 
Seat fend Northeast, generally considered tne ricuest ana most 
progressive sections, are above the national average* The cres­
cent shaped area of least progress is associated witn rural eco­
nomic, social and geographic problems*
Map 19-1 shows tnis regional!ty with greater detail* It 
suggests that local conditions, which vary ^eo&rapnicaliy, may 
explain the distribution.
A third b*sic map (£1-1) shows the attempt of the w.E.A* 
to afford service to all areas, particularly those in wnicn con­
ditions are not conducive to rapid progress* ine blacxea areas 
of the sap indicate the distribution of lines, rather than com-
1* 11 The More You Use The Les« You Fay Per Kilowatt Hour,1 
R.E.A. j^ews, Apr. 1947:1^*
plete trei coverage. «i tnin them a re many uasarved pocket*.
H.K.A. financing has been approved far the ll^ntly shaded 
portions.^*
Areas of progress in 1^50 (map Jc.'0-l)f in ^ener^l, coincide 
witb those more advanced today. This was roughly tne status of 
rural electrification oefore the K.E.&. was established, utilities 
began early to supply farms in densely settled &reas and #nere 
there was a large power demand, e. g« irrigation pumping in the 
West. The policy of extending urban lines Into rural areas re­
sulted in larger percentages of electrified farms in the vicin­
ity of larger cities. This wt*s aided by the tendency oX special­
ized ferms to concentrate near lar^e centers of population, 
mips 31-1-2-4. Shere utilities befcan early to supply rural x
are«sf they have maintained tneir lead.
Regions, sub-regions, and local landsca^s considered In 
the interpretation of saps and statistical data were ch osen  lor 
convenience. Criterea for delimiting or comprising these units 
vary with existing conditions.
The Irrigated iest
Irrigation is the key to cultivation In the test, and is 
greatly dependent upon electric power ior pumping the water.
The distribution of areas where it is practiced (map k.5-1) 
is very similar to that of federal hydro project locations 
(map £6-1}. At present there are aoout k l million acres, equal
1. Walters, A. A ., op* cit.
PROGRESS OF FARM ELECTRIFICATION IN THE UNITED STATES
Data from 1945 Census of Agriculture
□ Fewer than 30 % of all farms electrified or else no farms in area
30% to 50% electrified, l/l/45 
territory for future development
50% to 70% electrified, l/l/45 
line extensions to be completed 1/1/49
70% to 90% electrified, 1/1/45 
line extensions practically completed 1/ 1/47 More than 90% electrified, 1/1/45 - l i L ' I S O i j  i J j i i C T R I C  line extensions practicolly completed I N S T I T U T E
Distribution of the Electrified Farms of the United States—January /, IQJO 
(Source of Data N.E.L.A. Statistical Department Rased on 1930 L*. S. Census of Agriculture)
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See olio £ Rain ■ Condforms of the Northwestern States. 16 byjj inches (same prices)
to about two thirds the area of Illinois, under irri g a t i o n  west 
of the 1 00th meridian. About tnree fourths as m u c n  additional 
are potentially lrri£;able. Of this latter, about one fourth  
is in the Pacific Borthwest, and another four t h  in California, 
wh i c h  has more lend under irrigation tnan any other state.*
The d e v e lopment of this potential will m e a n  m o r e  faruas to be 
supplied with current, g r e ater productivity, and a larger m&ricet 
for all goods, including electrical materials and services. Only 
about one third of the total stream run off oi tne tfest can be 
d e v e l o p e d  because most of it is in inaccessible are&s. State 
interests at times hinder the full utilisation of resources ©y 
refusing to share them with other states.^
M a p  26-1 shows one or m o r e  federal hydro projects in each 
of the eleven large energy-producing stttes west of the 1 0 0 t h  
meridian. These produce more than three fourths of the current; 
the rest is steam generated utilising local coal, &ss, and oil 
(map £7-1). the G r e a t  Flsins States, also i ncluded in the &sst, 
a eke g r e ater u s e  of these l e t t e r  resources because of avail­
ability. Ordinarily, if energy is to b e  transported oeyond 100 
miles, it Is more economical to carry it as coal in c&rs ta&n to 
transmit it as electricity. In the West, however, m o s t  of the 
local coal Is a low grade bituminous, or il^nit#. An average 
3.95 pounds of lignite is r e q u i r e d  to prod u c e  1 k w h  of electricity
1. *Tfae R e c l a m a t i o n  Program 1 9 4 & - 6 4 ,* U.S.JD.A. , 0-804bl0,
1948sl0.
2. I b i d . , IB.
compared *ith only 1*28 pounds of eastern coal for the same 
production**1' This low productivity per unit srei^nt of lignite 
makes electrical transmission for greater distances relatively 
more economical* This principle also applies where gas i*nd oil 
fields sre isolated, making, it costly to build roads or pipelines 
to c ^ nsumers.
#ith over two thirds of the nation*s farms electrified* 
less than one fourth Is west of tne 100th aeriaian; yet, in 194? 
they used over four times as mucn power ss tne svera&e for tne 
B* S.k Inis is due primarily to irrigation ^urnpin^ needs*
Despite the tremendous production of electrical enerFy and 
its cheap sale by the federal government, there ure wide vari­
ations in the degree of rural electrification in the &est (map 
19-1). Ina&ve sross, farms *re of small averse s i z e , lowering 
the cost per person per mile of line. Moreover, irrigated f&rms 
ne d the power. Large areas are not farm if»ndf resulting in 
ffirm* being either scattered or clustered togetner. In sos* 
places, sparsity of population hinders electrification, while 
in others, as #ben clustered, it aaices small numerical values 
appear as l&r&e percentages*
The fsclfie Northwest
Three states, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, comprise a 
northwestern block with over 90 per cent of their i uras electri­
fied* Since their electrification Is so ne»rij complete, snaded
1* *Consumption of Fuel For Production of Ilectric Energy,1 
F.P.C. S-64, 1947510-11.
£• E d i s o n  Electric Institute, op. c l t . , £-Publication Ho. q  2,
P • 3 1  •
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INSTALLED CAPACITY-KW
NO; NAME OF PLANT RIVER Present or 
Initial Ultimate
FEDERAL AGENCY
1 Dalecarlla
IN OPEF
Potomac
LATION
3,000 3,000
18 Great Falls Cancy Fork 31,860 31,860 T;V.A.
19 McMinnville 250 250 T.V.A.
24 Kentucky Tennessee 128,000 160,000 T.V.A.
25 Columbia Duck 800 800 T.V.A.
26 Shelbyville Duck 432 432 T.V.A.
27 Pickwick Landing Tennessee 144,000 216,000 T.V.A.
28 Wilson Tennessee 335,200 436,000 T.V.A.
■ 29 Wheeler Tennessee 129,600 259,200 T.V.A.
30 Estill Springs Elk 800 8U0 T.V.A.
31 Guntersville Tennessee 72,900 97,200 T.V.A.
32 Hales Bar Tennessee 51,100 51,100 T.V.A.
33 Chickamauga Tennessee 81,000 108,000 T.V.A.
34 Ocoee 18,000 18,000 T.V.A.
35 Ocoee #2 Ocoee 19,900 19,900 T.V.A.
36 Ocoee #3 Ocoee 27,000 27,000 T.V.A.
37 Blue Ridge Toccoa 20,000 20,000 T.V.A.
38 Apalachia Hiwassee 75,000 75,000 T.V.A.
39 Hiwassee Hiwassee 57,600 115,200 T.V.A.
40 Watts Bar Tennessee 150,000 150,000 T.V.A.
41 Norris Clinch 100,800 100,800 T.V.A.
42 Fontana L. Tennessee 135,000 202.500 T.V.A.
43 Fort Loudoun Tennessee 64,000 128,000 T.V.A.
44 Cherokee Holston 60,000 120,000 T.V.A.
45 Wilbur Watauga 3,700 3,700 T.V.A.
48 Douglas French Broad 60,000 120,000 T.V.A.
49 Nolichucky Nolichucky 10,640 10,640 T.V.A.
59 Elephant Butte Rio Grande 24,300 24,300 U.S.B.R.
60 Denison Red 35,000 175,000
72 Norfork N. Fk. White 35,000 140,000
76 Rock Island Mississippi 2,752 2,752
78 Lingle No. Platte 1,400 1,400 U.S.B.R
79 Guernsey No. Platte 4,800 4,800 U.S. B .R
81 Seminoe No. Platte 32,400 32,400 U.S.B.R.
90 Fort Peck Missouri 50,000 105,000
94 Shoshone Shoshone 5,600 5,600 U.S.B.R.
96 Pilot Butte 1,600 1,600 U.S. B.R.
102 Mammoth Gardiner 600 600 U.S.N.P.S.
108 Bonneville Columbia 518,400 518,400
109 Cove *2 Deschutes 1,500 1,500 U.S.B.R.
115 Black Canyon Payette 8,000 8,000 U.S.B.R.
116 Boise River Boise 1,500 1,500 U.S. B.R.
118 Minidoka Snake 13,400 13,400 U.S.B.R.
121 Prosser Yakima 2,400 2,400 U.S. B.R
122 Rocky Ford Rocky Ford Canal 187 187 U.S. B.R.
125 Grand Coulee Columbia 992,000 1,974,000 U.S.B.R.
126 Big Creek Big Creek 320 320 U.S.LLS.
130 Shasta Sacramento 227,000 379,000 U.S.B.R
131 Yosemite Merced 2,000 2,000 U.S.N.P.S.
132 Lahontan Carson 1,500 1,500 U.S.B.R.
133 Coolidge Gila 10,000 10,000 U.S.LLS.
134 Siphon Drop Yuma Canal 1,600 1,600 U.S.B.R.
135 Colorado 120,000 120,000 U.S.B.R
137 Colorado 1,034,800 1,322,300 U.S.B.R.
138 Grand Valley Colorado 3,000 3,000 U.S.B.R.
139 Green Mountain Blue 21,600 21,600 U.S.B.R.
147 Payson Petneetneck Creek 400 400 U.S.B.R.
148 Spanish Fork 250 250 U.S. B.R.
149 Upper Spanish Fork 900 900 U.&B.R
4 Buggs Island
UNDER CON
Roanoke
STRUCTION
106,000 204,000 Army
5 Philpott Smith 13,400 13,400 Army
6 Clark Hill Savannah 160,000 280,000 Army
7 Jim Woodruff Apalachicola 30,000 30,000
13 Allatoona Etowah 72,000 108,000
17 Center Hill Caney Fork 90,000 135,000
21 Dale Hollow Obey 36,000 54,000
23 Wolf Creek Cumberland 135,000 270.000
46 Watauga Watauga 50,000 50,000 T.V.A.
47 South Holston So. Fk. Holston 30,750 30,750 T.V.A.
53 Dun B Neches 3,375 3,375
57 Whitney Brazos 30,000 30,000
61 L. Missouri 17,000 25,500
62 Blakely Mountain Ouachita ^ 50,000 75,000
67 Tenklller Ferry Illinois 34,000 34,000
69 Fort Gtbaon Orand 49,200 73,800
73 Bull Shoals White 160,000 320,000
77 St Marya Falls ft. Marys 16,400* 16,400
80 Kortes No. Platte 36,000 36,000 U.S.B.R
83 Fort Randall Missouri 160,000 320,000
87 Garrison Missouri 128,000 320,000
93 Heart Mountain Shoshone 5,000 5,000 U.S. B .R
95 Boysen Big Horn 15,000 15,000 U.S.B.R
107 Detroit No. Banitam 100,000 150,000
110 McNary Celumbu 210,000 980,000
117 Anderson Ranch So. Fk. Boise 27,000 40,500 U.S. B .R
119 Palisades Palisades Creek 36,000 54,000 U.S. B .R
127 Hungry Morse So. Fk. Flathead 285,000 285,000 U.S. B .R
1)1 Keswick Sacramento 75,000 75,000 U.S. B .R
136 Davis Colorado 225,000 225,000 U.S. B.R
140 Marys Lake Marys Lake 8,100 8,100 .. U.S.B.R.
41 Estes Park Big Thompson 45,000 45,000 U.S. B .R
2 Salem Church
AUTHOR1ZED
81,750
3 Gathright Jackson 34,000
8 Upper Columbia Chattahoochee 104,700
9 Buford Chattahoochee 72,250
10 Millers Ferry 100,000
11 Jooes Bluff ' 100,000 Amy
12 Coosa River Coosa 99,000 Army
14 Three Islands Harpeth 20,000 Army
15 Stuart’s Ferry Stone 13,500 A ra j
16 Old Hickory Cumberland 120,000 Army
20 Carthage Cumberland 90,000 Army22 Cellna Cumberland 60,000 Army
50 Bluestone New 45,000 Army
51 Jessamine Creek Kentucky 13,900 Army
52 Booneville S. Fk. Kentucky 7,MO Army54 McGee Bend Angelina 28,800 Army55 Dam A Neches 2,700 Army
56 Rockland 13,500 Army58 Guadalupe 37,500 Army
63 Dardanelle 60,000 Army64 Oaark 24,000
65 Short Mountain 71,000
66 Eufaula 90,000
68 Webbers Falls a,ooo
70 Markham Ferry Grand 72,000
71 Oologah Verdiaris 14,000
74 Table Rode White 140,000
75 Red Rock Des Moines 8,600
82 Gavins Point Missouri 20,000 Army84 Big Bend Missouri 120,000 Army
85 Miller Drop Missouri-James 100,000 U.S.&R.
86 Oahe Missouri 490,000
88 Crosby Missouri-Souris 70,000 U.S.B.R.
89 Des Lacs Missouri-Sourls 70,000 U.S.B.R.
91 Tongue River So. Fk. Toague 25,000 U.S.B.R
92 Yellowtail Big Bora 120,000 U.S.&R.
97 Bald Ridge Clark Fork 40,000 U.S.B.R
98 Sunlight Sunlight Creek 25,000 U.S.B.R
99 Thief Creek Clarks Fork •0,000 U.S.B.H.
100 Hunter Mountain Clarks Fork 10,000 U.S.B.R.
101 Mission YeUowstoae 50,000 U.S.B.R
103 Lower Marias Marias 1,600 O.S.B.R.
104 Portage Missouri 20,000 U-S.8.R.
106 Cu./oa Ferry Missouri 50.0*0 U.S.B.R.
106 Lyon Madison >4,000 U.S.B.R.
111 Ice Harbor Snake 300,000
112 Monumental Snake 200,000
113 Little Goose 200,000 Army
114 Granite Point Snake 204,000 Army
120 Chandler Kennewick Caaal 12,000 U.&B.K.123 Rosa Yakima-Rosa Canal 10,000 Q.S.B.H124 Chief Joseph Columbia 1.004,000 Army128 Table Mountain Sacramento 52,000 Army142 Quillan Colorado R. Div. 20,500 Q.S.B.R.
143 Cottonwood Colorado R. Div. 11,500 U.S.B.R.144 Rattlesnake Colorado R. Div. 13,500 U.S.&R.
146 Flat Iron Mountain Colorado R. Div. 41,000 D.8.&R.
146 Big Thompson Big Thompson Div. 6,700 U.S.B.R.
•Replaces present 4425-kw plant
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Average annual precipitation in the United States
Sources C o l b y  and Foster, Economic G e o g r a p h y , 1944.
Adapted from map by O. K. Baker of I'. R. Bureau af Agricultural Economic!
Agricultural regions of the United States and southern Canada
areas on the progress map 19-1 correspond closely with the areas 
of land in farms (map 30-2). These areas in turn are closely 
associated with river valleys and level uplands where either 
rainfall Is * bund sin t or Irrl>*tion Is practiced. #hlte areas 
on the progress map coincide with mountainous and desert regions 
where there is no far® land* However, the desert of southern 
Idaho is ov* r 70 per cent electrified due to irrigation made 
possible by three federal hyuroei.ectrie projects, (su^ p i.o-1) •
One is on the Snake River in the middle of inis uesert* Electri­
city is needed here and on the Columbia Plateau to drive the 
irrigation pumps*
the Big Send region of eastern Sashington is served by
K.S.A. cooperatives (map £1-1} which distribute government pro-
iduced power et wholes&le rates* Most of the Pacific northwest 
is supplied by private utilities, which be^an e^riy to sup- iy 
farms where conditions were favorable for profit (map £0-1)•
Thase are compact ffirming areas with small units which require 
much current for irrigation* fney result in hitoh average per- 
eentree though the numoer of electrified farms ie about equ^l 
to that in Illinois**
fheat farming, fruit erowin^, dairying, and ^en^ral far i %  
are the Important farming types as may oe se*m by maps on p&^es 
28-P, 31-4, 5-5. Despite the adverse pnysical conditions of .*uch 
of the area, It is a stable farming region, **s may be noted on 
the crop failure map 30-6* the high value per acre of farms in 
western iaskington, particularly the Pu*ret Sound area*, and the
1. Bonneville power is supplied for 3*b mills per kwn# while the 
Bureau of Exclamation charged 8*2 mills in 1946. falters,
A. A.. , Op* C i t •f. About 174,000 electrified Isms. Estimate of H*h*A*» 1948*
k-9
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Willamette Vall e y  of O r e g o n  is Illustrated on m a p  £5-a,* In 
southern Idaho and the Bi& B end country of e»st a r n  *ias&in4 tan, 
arees of highest land values per acre coincide with areas of 
greatest progress in electrification, this is the great western 
wheat region. Poultry raising uses m u c h  power in Sasuln&ton 
and Oregon. E lectric power drives pimps for sprin&ler systems 
to w a t e r  the pastures d u r i n g  the summer d r y  season of &Qutb$Tik 
Oregon.* In 1945, it was estimated that the acreage of cranberry 
bogs c o u l d  be incre a s e d  500 per cent w ith the availability of 
electricity. F a i l u r e  of gasoline pum^s w&s H a l t i n g  the acreage*^ 
Th^re is a prospect of electrically heating h o m e s  in this region 
since it would balance the » w m &er i r r igation pumpir% loads.
C oal in $asaington and O r e g o n  is too low in quantity and 
quality, and that f r o m  M o n t a n a  is too costly to he u s e d  for steam 
generation, even as a practical supplement to nydro generation*
Oil for this purpose m u s t  be brought l o n g  distances, and increasing 
costs have m a d e  it m u c h  more expensive t han hydro p o w e r * 5 Washington 
and O r e g o n  u s e  gas chiefly for this g e n eration w h ile Idaho utili s e s 
some oil.4 M a p  27-1 shows the relative importance oi these iuels 
and hydro generation In the Pacific and M o u n t a i n  States. Flans are 
being m a d e  to bring natural g&s by pipe line from C a n a d a . b 
Ca l i f o r n i a
C a l i f o r n i a  is the fourth western state to be over $0 per cent 
electrified. As in the Pacific lorthwest, m o u n t a i n  ranges and
1* * Power on the Pacific Coast, * S ural Electrification Me«c*.
Sec* ISMMIs I&*
£. Ibid., 21*
3* Tudor, R. A*, **n o rthwest C* Outlook,* Electrical test, Voi* 10Q,
Mo* 6, 1 9 48s91*
II* F*F*C*, Op* c i t . , ■$—&4, 0*
5* Tudor, R. A*, op. c i t * , 91*
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desert areas that cannot be irrigated nave no lwnd In farms* 
Electrified ere s ©gain coincide with farming areas (maps 1*-1 
snd 19-3) which in turn coincide with the alluvial vslleys, 
delta plains, snd levs plateaus sfcown on map ££-*!*
Four federal hydro projects serve the state, with one more 
In progress and snot&er proposed* Two of these, Shasta. and 
Yosemite, serve the Central Valley snd the nortne&stern uplands 
as well as the central fend northern coastal regions* the Central 
Valley Project* when completed, will consist of a ^reut many 
small reservoirs snd canals which sill control water from the 
Sierra Nevada Eange. It will control floods on the Sacramento 
ftlver and distribute Irrigation water and power to deficient 
areas in the soutnern end of tne Great Valley.*
Southern California receives power and water from whree 
projects of the Colorado River system (map ‘*6-1). Both oil 
and gas are used to supplement this hydro power* 2
Here, where the first rural lines were strong, utilities 
are almost the sole suppliers* Map kO-1 shows how advanced the 
movement was In this state before the E*E*&* was established. 
Electrical consumer cooperatives have not achieved tne popularity 
that producer cooperatives have. The hi&h land values and &ross 
Incomes here (maps 55-1-2 and 6-6), with a lar^e power demand 
for irrigation pumping are conditions especially conducive to 
rapid progress*
The average farmer in California consumes more current than
do those of any other state, fhey also have the highest average
1* For detailed study sees *‘fhe Central Valley Projects 194?, * 
Eiselen, S., gconomlc 0eo^raphy» Vol* 25, So.ls^E-31, 1947.
2 m Op. Cit* , W m!P *C * , S —04 ,
55
gross income per fsm.1 J*Ith line extensions almost completed, 
the utilities are concentrating on inerensing consumption, or 
**losd building.Here tne rural power load is nervier t^an In 
urban are«s. Its growth has been chiefly for two ressons. One 
Is the increased acreage of Irrigated land. The other is tne In­
creased pumping lift due to lowering oi the ground water table. 
Tears of drought, such as 1948, create a demand for increased 
Irrigation pumping. In that yetr, daylight saving time naa to 
be extended in order to conserve current for this ^ur^ose.^
The Great Basin and Colorado Plateau states
Nevada, Utah, and Arisons comprise the greater portion of 
the G r e i t  Basin and Colorado Plateau* Desert conditions prevail 
in much of the region, with precipitation generally less tnan 
10 Inches, map 28-1* The sparse rural population practices 
grazing on the limited acreage of suitable land (maps kb-it, 50-5).
Of Revads* s 3,500 farms, only three fifths receive electri­
city* Sear Reno, where federal power Is available (map kb-1), 
there is a concentration of irri&t ted farms. Most of those re­
maining are widely scattered, making central station service too 
costly* Hydroelectric power is supplemented to a very limited 
extent by fuel generated current using oil**
Relatively little power is generated from fuel in any of 
these states* Arisons utilizes gas and oil, while Utah consumes 
local cosl*^>fe
1* Walker, H. 0., r'Horison is Bright for More Farm Electrifi­
cation,” Electrical Jest, Vol. 9b, So* 1, 134b:51*
2* Phi111p s «., ^Fredic t i n^ Agricultural demands, * Electrical 
West, Vol* 96, Apr. 194bs81.
3. ^Drought Creates Critical Power Shortage in California,* 
Blectrlcal *est> Vol* 100, 1948s104.
4* P.P*C * , op» cit*, S—b4, 8*
E* In 1§ 47,*Arisona consumed over 1 m i l l i o n  barrels of oil 
(l bbl* equals 42 g m l s .)and £f billion cu. ft. of p s .
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Eight out of ten f a rms in Utah and Arizona receive electrical 
service, about the smue as lows, d u l  wi tn only one fifth as many 
f«rms as the latter- Here, too, des rts and mountains restrict 
farm land to valleys and alluvial plains » bere irrigation water is 
available. Kleetrifled farms are concentr&tea in the vicinity of 
the leading cities, each of #hieh is within economical transmission 
distance of federal hyaro projects, -saps 19-1 and *0-1.
More t m n  nine tenths of the forms near Orest Salt La&e are 
eerviced. M o s t  of the® occupy valleys on toe #indw**ra side of the 
#*. sstcn Plateau (maps 19-1 fend, fek-1j.
#ith the exception of s small area in the upper C o l o r a d o  River 
B^sin and some scattered places in southeastern Arizona, tner© is 
a conspicuous absence of it.E.A. cooperatives in ti*e*# states 
{map 21-1). Irrigation power demands resulted in early coverage 
by utilities (asp 20-1). The distribution pattern of e lectrified 
farms in 1930 is similar to that in 1945. In many areas the decree 
of coverage is little changed.
H aps 30-1-3 show the * rea around P h o enix includes virtually 
all of the cropland of Arisons. This is a region of relatively 
small farms (maps 34-1-2), and is the most thoroughly electrified. 
M o s t  of the remaining farm land is in pasture or forest (map 30-5). 
T h e  hi£h cost of connecting these dispersed units retards tne 
movement.
Some western portions of Wyoming, Colorado, and M e w  Mexico 
may be included in the C o l o r a d o  Plateau, also. #ihere farms are 
c o ncentrated In compact areas wltnin transmission distance of 
federal hydro projects, the percentage c o nnected is lar^e.
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Of the four Mountain st&tes, Montane, uyomln&, Colorado, and 
$ew Mexico, only Colorado exceeds tne national &veraee oi* electri­
fied farms. This state has a larger numoer of fareas, twice that 
of the next largest in the group, and tne? are less scattered 
(asp 30-1), leading to lower costs.
All of these states are sparsely settled, less than 16 people 
per square mile, in some sections, fewer than one.^ Tne climate Is 
sub-humid, averaging under 20 Inches of rainfall per year except 
for locally exposed or protected areas (map 28-1). they are ^ras­
ing states w ith large farms (maps 34-1-2) and low average land 
values (maps 33-1-2). The western Half of each state is mountain­
ous with isolated pockets of farmland, while the extern naif 
grades into the Great 'lain*.
The progress map 19-1 shows several are&s where electrifi­
cation has advanced rapidly. They are chiefly places where f*rrss 
are clustered in valleys as in western Montana and the &,reat 
longitudinal valley west of tne Front han&e in Colorado (maps 50-1 
and 22-1), or near large cities such as Billinas, Denver, and 
Albuquerque, and where w&ter and cheap federal power are available 
for irrigation purposes, elsewhere the farms are large *nd too 
widely scattered, the devel pment of power in so»e areas, as at 
Fort Peck, Montana, is expected to make ground water available for 
irrigation. This will speed electrification in that area which 
is now poorly served.**
1. Colby and Foster, e con om ic Geography, Fig. ©7, p&^e 15b, 1944.
2. "Electrifying tne I  or t h e m  Great Plains," Rural Electrification
Hews. Feb. 1946513.
The Mountain States
fuel generated power, from oil and &&e, supplements hydro 
power In these states (map 27-1). Mostly &&s is utilized In Mew 
Mexico; gas and coal In Colorado. Some lignite is used in Colorado 
and Wyoming, although none in Montana where it is abundant.1
Cooperatives are most popular In tne irrigated areus of 
Colorado and Montana (maps 21*1 and 20*1). Tne K.&.A. is attempt­
ing to increase tne area coverage by integrating small towns 
with cooperative rural systems. This increases tne average density 
of units per mile of line and lowers individual costs.*
The Oreat Plains
The six states crossed by the 100th meridian, together witn 
the eastern portions of tne Mountain States, comprise the Gre&t 
Plains. The 20 Inch rainfall line (map 28-1) r o u d i v i d e s  tne 
plains Into two farming regions. In the drier nortnwest portion, 
grazing and spring wheat fa rm in g are predominant. In tne warmer 
southeastern half, winter wheat and cotton are tne leading crops 
(map 28-2). This line roughly divides these states as to decree 
of electrification, with most progress made e&st of it (map 19-1). 
Map 21-1 shows more cooperative effort east of this line, also.
In the western portion of the Great Plains, where irrigation 
is Important, rural electrification has made the most progress.
The remainder of the northern plains has relatively little irri- 
getion# However, tnis is the area which would benefit most from a 
functioning Missouri Valley Project. Only about 28 per cent of the
irrigable land has been developed.s In tnose areiis, the greatest
1. y . J? «G . , op • cit . ,  £—64, Q.2. *big Plena for 1949,* Electrical «est. Vol. 102, Ifo. 2, 1949*70.
3. ”Agricultural Development and Problems of tne Missouri Valley,”
U.S.D.A., 1945:61.
progress In electrification Has been rssde. fne Platte R i v e r  Valley 
in Nebraska and a small a rea nortn of the Elac* Mlxis in Soutn D a ­
kota are regions of concentrated irrigation w orks (map ^b-1). T n e a e  
sections appear on tne Frogres: map 19-1 as a shaded b«nd across 
western and southern Nebra s k a  and an isolated area in western bouui 
Dakota* A heavier c o ncentration oi irrigation i n  western Nebraska 
accounts f o r  better coverage there. Tne map of lu&.A* Finan c e d  
D istribution tines (21-1) reflects this distribution*
Areas of most electrical progress in these states correspond 
closely to those of smaller farms (map 54-1) with a denser p opu­
lation, and larger gross incomes (maps 30-1 and b - 5 , o ) . These 
conditions are found most generally where sufficient water is 
av&ilrble* Farms of less productive land must oe larger to p r o ­
v ide an adequate family livelihood*
T h o s e  areas in which farms average 500 acres and over, map 
4£-8, are the m ost difficult to connect due to n i ^ h  costs per 
person per mile of line* Consequently, the move m e n t  has been slow, 
with n o n e  of these states attaining the national a v e r s e  of 66*6 
per cent in 1948, and m u c h  of it less than 30 per cent* The H*E*A« 
is attempting to r e a c h  farms in ’‘thinner*1 territory by liberalis­
ing terms of loans, integrating small villages and surrounding 
areas, and by generating and transmitting power by the coopera­
tives in order to reduce c o s t s * 1 M o r e  liberal financing terms are 
expected to facilitate the wiring of three fourths of the Q r m  t
plains by 1951*^ ________________________________
1. rH*E.A* Measures Progress on F o u rteenth Anniversary," U.S.D.A*, 
No* 96k, 1949*1.
£* Walters, A. A*, op* cit*
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Some farmers of g o r t h  and S outh Dakota, awaiting central 
station service, have installed huge wind g e n e r a t o r s . 1 Postwar 
m o dels have automatic features to control power and prevent over­
charging of the volt and 110 volt batteries. Soane appliances
t,
are being p l a nned to operate on direct current. Plains topography 
favors development of w i n d  power since it is the belt of hignest 
yearly average wind velocities, 10 to 14 alias per n o u r . c
In general, cooperative activity has resulted In more electri­
fied fsrms in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas (maps *1-1 *nd 19-1).
Some areas near the larger cities of Galveston, Dallas, Si p&so, 
snd Amarillo, Texas, and Kansas City, Kansas, have m a d e  the m o s t  
progress. Farms in these areas are small (map 54-2), with a h i g h  
value per acre (map 55-2).
Denison D a m  on the B e d  Elver is the o nly fade?al h y d r o  project 
in operation in the southern Plains States (map & b - l ) * Here in 
the c o u n t r y’s largest oil and gas fields, electric power is chiefly 
generated by these fuels (map £7-1). Srexas uses © m e  xi^nite, 
and has the largest &»s consumption for g e neration in the country. 
Only small quantities of coal are used in any of the plains States.* 
T h o u g h  the G r e a t  Plains on the whole is a. r e gion of large 
farms, the fruit orchards, cotton plantations, and general farms
♦
of the southeastern portion are not of large size (map pae as 51-4, 
28-2, and 5-5.)• The concentrated small farms m a * e s  connecting
1. Fenlon, J. J . , "Current beyond the Hi&hline," S uccessful 
F a r m i n g . Vol. 45, Part IX, 19478 55.
£?• I b i d . , 35®
5. Atlas of A m e r i c a n  A g r i c u l t u r e , B.S.D.A., Pa*-w II, 1924*34.
4. o p . cit., 3-64, Q.
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easier and spreads the costs over m any h o l m n ^ s *  Tne i-.r&Q number 
of crop failures, as shown in map 3G-o, tnrou&hout the Plains 
States m&y be a limiting factor*
Irrigation Is required for l & m i %  many parts oi tlie soutnern 
plains. Some ©ress of concentration are aloag the *rkansfc$ River 
In Kansas, tne Gulf Coast, and Bio O r  and River in Texas* The 
concentration of irrigation works along the Gulf C o a s t  (map fcb-1) 
Is reflected in the larger percentage of electrified farms in 
that area*
I n  general, the western states, despite irrigation power 
needs, are below the national average for electrified f*rms,
68.6 in 1948* In areas near cities or in irrig a t e d  valleys where 
farus are smell, or where ther* is a source oi cheap power, rural 
electrification h*s advanced rapidly, iihere conditions require 
very large or widely scattered and 1 sola tea f striae, the h i ^ h  cost 
per person per m i l e  of distribution line ninaers development* 
Certain political and o r & a n izational factors are helping toward 
greater coverage, although many areas will not receive central 
station service for a n u m b e r  of years*
The M o r t h
A r e gion ranking high In rural electrification Is that shown 
by map 19-1 as rot&hly east of the i>aaotas and n o r t h  of the 
O h i o  River, including M a r y l a n d  and Delaware. All tnese states 
exceed the national average percentile of wired farms* Map 11-1 
sbo*s 9 of them are over 90 per cent connected*
Electrical utilities be*, an early to serve n orthern f*rme 
(map 20-1). T n o u g n  there was no l&r^e general power use, like
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irrigation pumping, other factors a&dc early rural electrification 
profitable in many localities. These were &eneralljr restricted, 
however, to the vicinity of large cities or other areas of dense 
population.
*?ith the exception oi the Middle Atlantic States, very 
little hydroelectric power is use<i, tiiougn Mew England uses the 
£9031 proportionately. Co hI is the most readily ev&llabie fuel 
throughout the region and greatly outranks a*! otners in con­
sumption for steam generation (map 27-1).
lisp 28-2 shows several farming types existxn^ in the region. 
Adequate rainfall prevails and length oi ^rowin^ season is the 
critical climatic factor. Topography, soils, and population 
distribution also exert much influence on the fareal04, types here. 
The Midwest
I ncluded in this sub-region are the states extending from 
the ^akotas to Pennsylvania, in which agriculture is a m a j o r  
industry. T h o u g h  rural e lectrification exceeds the national 
average percentage In ail of them, the areal d istribution is 
far from uniform.
In  the northern half of filnnesot& and portions of northern  
Wisconsin and Michigan, progress has been relatively slow (map 
19-1). M u c h  of the 1 and there is unsuitea to agriculture. Maps 
30-1-2-3 show farms are few and scattered and large areas are 
uncultlvgted. The value of farms here is less taan h a l f  that of 
the national a v e r s e  (map 55-1), and m a p s 6 - 1 -k-3 show tne yearly 
gross incorae is low.
T h e  southern portions of these states constitute the Midwest 
Dairy Belt, while the n orthern portions produce mostly iorest
4b
products (maps 2B~2, 30-4, and 31-3). Land values are higher 
in the dairy section and gross incomes are correspondingly high 
{mmp9 3 -1-& ^nd 6-5) . This type of farming Is intensive and 
units fere necessarily small, eojftparin^  closely witn tne national 
average sis©, or smaller (map 34-1) * Tne dairy industry uses 
•nuch current for li^htin^, mechanic si .-ail iters, coolers, and other 
devices* Fruit snd vegetaoxe farming., also important uere, are 
ha*svy load builders.^ Tnis combination of wealth, closely spaced 
f* mas, and a large demand for current promotes ra^id development 
of rurrl electrification*
In the heart of the corn oeit, furois are small and economically 
connected, and there is wealth to promote development. However, 
aap 11-1 shows Illinois and Iowa are the le&st developed electri­
cally in this oelt* Both have more fern tenancy. Tnou^n tenancy 
does not necessarily hinder progr^ns, there is more latitude for 
disagreement when both the tenant &nd the landowner must consent 
to wiring e f»r».^ Map 43-1 compared with aap 19-1 shows that 
arrs where far® tenancy is high are tnose where least progress 
has been made* Also, the industrial areas of Ohio ana Indiana 
ere More widespread, facilitating tne wiring, of farms concen­
trated about the large cities*
The southern portions of these states have auide slower 
progress. There is less cropland harvested in tne hill lands of 
southern Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, and the older drift 
plains, where the soil is less fertile (asps 30-3 and 2&-1)»
1. McCrary, S* B*, **#roi3le*e Involved snd Methods Usea in Pro­
moting iwel, Il«ilfifiettl«tt|* Journal of Farm Economics.
Vol. 12, 1930s 323.
£. Baxter, 0. W., ®#hat are Problems Involved in Getting Kural
Electric Service?” 111. Bur^l KlectrlfIcatlon bulletin. 14,190^0*
4fe
Laud values and gross Incomes are lower here (maps 53-1 and 6-1-2)* 
Many f^rms in tnese areas are too small to provide kn adequate 
fsally livelihood and permlt soil maintenance.^
As soil conditions and topography effect toe economy of tne 
Midwest, so they influence tne distribution pattern of rural 
electrification. Farms of sise and productivity sufficient to 
maintain s high living standard, as found nere, are readily 
served* The specialty types of agriculture practiced near tne 
industrial areas (maps 51-2-1-8) use much current, permitting 
low nates* Actually, rural customers in non-irrigated areas used 
at least 60 per c«nt of their electrical consumption in tne home, 
barely starting to exploit the profi taole uses ol electricity on 
the ferau^ Utilities began early to serve the farms ne&r the large 
cities where the saost progress has been made* Cooperatives have 
been readily adopted in the Midwest, especially in the poorer 
sections (map 21-1)* In Instances where farms on an extended 
line of one cooperative system can he more readily served Oy an 
adjacent system, transfers from one to the other ere bein^ made, 
resulting in more efficiency. Eecent liberalising of h*£*A* louns 
should facilitate progress since the lines are already strung.
The Industrial northeast
The Hew England and Middle Atlantic states, including Mary­
land and Delaware, exceed the national average percentage of electro 
fled fsrms (map 11-1)* This is the densely populated region In
1* Farm Tenancy» Report of the President* s Committee, Washington 
^  m 0 * , J* eh* 1S57 *2* McCrory, S. H*, op. cit*, Journal of I*arm Economics, 5i5.
5* Innes, F* R*, and Wilson, S'* l>*, *Farm Elecirif ication,**
Electrical World, Vol. 127, May 24, 1947:115*
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which Industry is tne predominant activity and agriculture is 
m pplementary to it. Dairying and truck farming, both intensive 
types, are practiced here, with some forestry in tne highlands 
of the northeast (maps 31-5-5 and 30-4).
The northeast uses much electrical power for inuustry, the 
Middle Atlantic States being the second largest consuming group. 
Only about one filth oi the total energy production oi the region 
is toy hydro power and such JL ess by oil ^ j?***l ^. J^ es^ i te
the tradition concerning water power nere, and the presence of 
iiagra Falls, coal produces by far the moat ener^jr. About 73 
par cent of JKew England* s economically feasible hydro power Jaas 
been developed, and that remaining is not considered sufficient 
to meat future demands.^
It 18 estimated that International Rapids on the St. Lawrence
River could generate over 15 M i l  ion kilowatt-hours of electricity
2if developed. This is almost as much hydroelectric current as
was produced in the northeast in 1947 (map *7-1). It also is
t
els imed this power could be transmitted within u radius ox 300 
isiles for about one fourth the present &e» fork rate, if ever 
developed.s
Large portions of t:*e iiortne&st are nilly or mountainous 
(map £ -1} or otherwise unsuitad to agriculture. Tney are readily 
discern able an rasps 50-1-2-5. tnls accounts for the relatively 
slower electrification progress in parts of Maine, Vermont, 
and New York.
1. ' 8ew England $ust Rsly on Fuel, Rot Hydro Power,* Els ctrlc 
#orid Ne.cs, Vol. 150, Bov. 27, 1*48:13.
2. The" •Bt T T J .wrnce «5urvey, lr&rt 11 jl, 0 ^ , 1 1 s 1 *
S. 1 vickard Pictures Benefits of St. Lawrence Project,K L-i.ectrie 
arid News, May 17, 1947:^0.
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The dominant agricultural types are dairying, poultry raising, 
and fruit fend vegetable farming *maps on pa&e 51) whicn develop 
rurftl loads.* Much power is used for loading and sorting potatoes 
in Mcine, for drying tobacco In Maryland, and for eopplesentfery 
irrigation pumping for truck farming#**
R.E.a . cooperatives h* Vt* not been readily adoptea here.
Three states, Massachusetts, Connecticut, ana Ruoae Island, nave 
no co-ops (m&p 21-1). Utilities bec>n e* rly to take advantage of 
a comoination of favoraOle conditions which existed (map 20-1)•
A Isrge percentage of the farms are very small, unaer 50 acres, 
particularly the specialty farms &lon& the e&suern seaboard and 
n4ar the large cities (map 34-k). Tnese are exceptionally hi^n 
In v&lue per acre (map 33-2). Those remaining are aoout average 
size and value per acre. The large numoer of inuustrial cities 
with farsis clustered ; bout the® tends to reduce tne costa oi 
rural electrification here.^ In southern Hew England *~nd btem 
Jersey, a large proportion of the farmers live in villages, 
accounting in part for the hitn percentage of electrically lighted 
farms.*
In general, the Morth is farthest advanced in rural electri­
fication. The small farms are readily connected and proviae an 
income which can support the initial cost of wiring. The program
1. McCrorv, S. H., op. cit.,. Journal of F&raa. Economics. 3£o.
2. **The Sortheast Is Power M inded, * Kara! il ec trl 11 & .a 1 1 on Heme, Jan. 1946*4-22. —  —
3. Gray, K. B., nSome requirements For Extending Farm Electri­
fication,* Afcriculturfel Engineering. ]>ec. 1934s416.
4. Baker, 0. E . , Misc. Publication So. £04 , U . S . 0 . A . , 1937:12.
is facilitated by th© large number of Industrial cities alon*, the 
east coast fend the lower Orest L&kes, which use muen electrical 
power snd from which rural lines were early extended. Tne i arxs 
near these cities produce specialty products, the raising of which 
requires large amounts of current, thus lowering rates* These 
fee tors tend to reduce the cost of electrifying rursl areas und, 
with the aid of liberal R.E.A. loans, great!* aid the movement 
in this region*
The South
The map of *unli^hted?1 rural areas shows a crescent of states 
lacking In electrical service* The southern portion of this 
crescent, east of the Orest Plains and south oi Iowa and tne Ohio 
River, has many electrification problems which distinguish It 
from the Plains region*1
In the South there is no general power use, such as irrigition 
pumping, to create a large demand for rural current* Alth the 
exception of rather scattered and Isolated districts, little in­
tensive specialty farming Is practiced (maps on page 51)* It 
Is chiefly a region oi field crops, forest products, &u<i general 
and subsistence ferring (maps 28-2,50-4, 31-b-8) * Map 30-3 shows 
that much of this land is uncultivated* The South has long suffered 
from unfavorable geographic and economic conditions* Mountains, 
hill lands, forests, and slumps occupy vast reaches oi lanu, 
causing many f£rms in these areas to oe scattered and isolated
r _
(map 5:2-1) * Abundant rainfall in a region witn a high percentage
1* This boundary was chosen for convenience and does not conform 
to 0* S. Census boundaries adopted by A*is*Parkins in his book 
entitled. The South*
of land in slop©, planted in row crops, results in e x c e s s i v e soil 
erosion. The system of one-crop frrmin^ also serves to deplete 
the soil, lowering land values* Mfcp 35-1 shows the South, as a 
whole, having lower aver?:ga land values then any other region 
except the relatively unproductive erid lands of the $est*
In general, are&s of hl*,h farm tenancy h^ve made alow electri­
fication progress (maps 43-1 and 19-1). there is more firm 
tenancy In the South than elsewhere, and the program of develop­
ment has been slowest here. Tj&1» factor is decreasing as tin 
electrification problem because owners tre wirinfc to attract good 
tenants who will not more to farms not electrified**
Small sized ft rms are generally assoei^teu w  ith irrl^^ted 
districts or ne«r i*r&e cities where nich priced specialty proaucts 
are £rown for locf1 consumption. In the South, however, minuteness 
Is the general rule. l i  tiney re close together, this »sy De >d- 
vantageous, since great economies c n he effected &y serving
esever? 1 consumers from one transformer. If, however, they are too 
small to provide an adequate ftmily living, wiring costs will he 
prohibitive* these latter are characteristic of much of the cotton 
and tobacco growing are* s of the South where slxe is governed
%by the acreage a tenant family csn operate* notice the low v^lue 
of farm implements here, map 0-4* Haps on page 42 show tne large 
number of very small ffrms, especially under 50 acres. They are 
generally in a m s  ahere el ee wri flee tion has been slow. Map 4-4 
s&ows many unwired southern farms wiiiofc are near a dlstrioution line.
1. Walters, A. A*, op. cit.
2* Ibid.
5. £ arm Tenancy, op.clt. ,t>8*
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Sap £0-1 shows the lim ited  extent of e le c tric a l progress in  
the ru r« l South before the m. s authorised . Only a be-
g!nnlng wee isde In  the areas of re la tiv e ly  hig& l&ad va lu es, as 
the App*l%chi*n O rert V a lle y , the Blue Gr«ss region of Kentucky, 
the V aah ville  Basin (map *2 -1 ), C entral F lo r id , and in  tne 
v ic in ity  of the larg e c it ie s  oi Birmingham, A tlan ta , una lee  
Orleans* They are s t i l l  tne areas of ^ra-atest progress, though 
the R .£ .A . has extended lin e s  to reach most of tne South ana is  
rap id ly connecting f ‘-rms (map 21*1).
One fa c to r, the T.V*A*, (asu~p £6-1 ), n&a almost com pletely 
a ltered  the econoay d ire c tly  or in d ire c tly  of * lar&e area of tne 
South, and has ra ised  11vint, stcnd^rds g re a tly . Poser fo r industry 
and ag ricu ltu re  bas oeen a prime o b jective . Hap fc?-l shows tw ice 
as much power Is  generated by water as oy fu e l in  tne Bast South 
C entral S ta te s, end nearly one th ird  that in  tne South A tla n tic  
St te a . The T .V .A . se lla  current to SUE*A.cooperatives at ra tes 
su b stan tia lly  lo se r then tnose of p riva te  u t ilit ie s .*  in i a chefop 
power ha a aided d iv e rs ific a tio n  b,y helping tue farm ers to handle 
© va rie ty  of Jobs*^
The ch ie f deterrents to farm e le c trific a tio n  here h&ve been
economic,^  and la rg e ly  tu# re su lt of &eo^rapnie conditions* Great
progress has been made recen tly despite the re la tiv e ly  low national
ra tin g , fhe average percentage of e le c trifie d  southern far»a
was 58 in  1948, almost double that a t the end of #orld War II*
The R .E .A . has been moat active  in  the South, since loans &re
a llo tte d  to the states la  proportion to tne numoer of u n e le ctri- 
fie d  f a r m s * * ________________  ____________
1 . nAppalachian Power,* Eur^l S ie c tr if 1 c a tion lie*a , M^r. 1946:15.
2* pSouths s t Power Hovea On *”R urfcl' EXectT^M g^s» Sept. 1940*14.
5* fa lte rs . A* A*, op. c it .
4 . fi.H .A *, op* c i t * ,  tJ * & * 0 . A* , Ho* , 1’04S#1»
Progress in rursl electrification in the United states can­
not properly be compared with tnat in a^ny other countries since 
compar ble statistics are not available.^
Ho European country except iiussia is at all similar in sise 
to the United States, ¥he most progressive countries of Western 
Europe are smtl1 , having a population density per square mile 
much greater than that in the United States. Development in these 
countries has generally been in direct proportion to the density 
of population,^ In the mountainous countries of Morway and Sweden, 
where this density Is &ore comparable with ours, the f&rms are 
grouped snd easily connected. In the United States, i&rmers 
actually live in the country, requiring many miles of line to 
connect their homes to systems, this is not a problem in Europe 
where the farm population lives, largely, in villages*
As in the United States, many European governments provide 
financial aid to regions where natural conditions are adverse 
to progress. Also, cooperative and communal systems are operated 
In many areas where private power companies h«ve not provided 
service.
Conclusion
From the foregoing, It will be seen that ^eo^rapiiic con­
ditions do exert a strong influence on the rate *nd pattern
of rural electrification in the United States. The rate of
TI Bennlson, H. S. ^United States Leads the World" "in ftural 
glectri fie*? tion," Edison Electric Institute Bulletin, 
v o l. i x i ,  80. l i ,  TsSsTSio .
2. Hopfen, H. 1 . ,  "Rural giectrllicdtion In the Different
Countries,* Intern*tlanal ftevle* ox t .rlcuiture, vol. 'eJa,
1937sS49 T.
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progress has v&ried in accordance with certain ^uysicel and 
cultural features which, in comoimition, have facility tea or 
retarded it.
Certain pixy si cel features, sue a as mountains, deserts, and 
swamps, have served to form engineering obstacles* Tne major 
geographic influences, however, have been population distrioution, 
climatic and soil conditions as they affect agricultural types, 
the location of industry, hydroelectric projects, the accessibility 
of fuels, and the general economic well-Oeing oi the various 
regions. As has been seen, Improveu organization and technology 
can, at a price, overcome natural conditions which hinder rapid 
progress. Any political or economic activity which serves to 
lower costs will aid the movement. Likewise, any combination of 
geographic conditions which Is conducive to low cost service 
permits rapid progress.
**ith line extensions nearly completed, the way is open for 
farmers to neve most of the conveniences ana labor saving devices 
in the home that urban dwell ra h&ve so Ion** enjoyed. The truck 
end tractor are conserving tne farmer's ener&y and time in  field 
work while the automobile and hard road allow him easy access to 
the city for business and entertainment. Electricity now Is  
supplying much of the stationery power needs in the house and barn 
nnd is bringing many of the city advantages to the farm— li^nta, 
running wrter, entertainment, and news.
fturel electrification hws opened a vast market for aacnines 
to lncress» electrical use in easing X araa t&sas ana raisin^ farm 
incomes. S iectrie Incubators, deep ireeze lo cke rs, m ilk coolers, 
end scores of other appliances permit store efficient farm operation ,
t>4
while electric stoves, mixers, w&ter beaters, &nd the II*© save 
time end energy In the home and are, there!ore, in demand.
liven small local Industries &re bein*- ioundeu, usii%  rur&i 
electric power. They furnish jobs and services for n&ndling 
snd fabricating farm produce.
fmas, in the space of e few years, muca of tne drudgery and 
loneliness of rural life in  America has been allevi&tea. In 
their pieces Is new opportunity for » fuller, richer life.
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